Celebrating the International Youth Day among the global entrepreneur

Call for Applications to The Asian Agriculture Summit & Exhibition (AASE)

11-13 August 2019 | Kathmandu, Nepal

It is our distinct pleasure to invite you and your agency to partnership/attend on 'The Asian Agriculture Summit & Exhibition (AASE) 2019'. AASE which is being organized in close cooperation with the Government of Nepal, Private sector, donor agencies, UN agencies, INGOs, multinational companies, Universities, and like-minded organizations, will give new insights into the guiding agriculture entrepreneurship, marketing, policies, and practices.

AASE will contribute to the cause of agricultural intervention and sustainable growth where youths will be at the forefront of change in the local communities and globally. The goal of the Summit is to promote sustainable agro-economy through exchanging knowledge and experiences of youth agro-entrepreneurs, and building networks for “collective good” as well as provide valuable feedback to and obtain support from academics and policymakers. The summit will allow space to share products and ideas, build relationship and network, and opportunity for cross-country public-private market exchange.

We are hopeful that this summit will be able to foster, unite and develop the better youth entrepreneurship declaration and network in Asia. And, the summit is to bring together 150 delegates/entrepreneurs from America, South America, Europe, Africa and Asia around the world.

The Letter of Invitation will be issued by the summit organizers and should be submitted to the embassy when applying for a visa.

The deadline for application is 5 July 2019. Please follow the link www.4hnepal.org.np for the application. We're looking your knowledgeable participation.

Program Schedule

Program: The Asian Agriculture Summit & Expo

Date: 11-13, August 2019

Grand Opening Ceremony: 12 August 2019 (International Youth Day)

Time: 8:30 AM

Venue: Hotel Himalaya (www.hotelhimalaya.com.np)

We look forward to welcoming you to Kathmandu, Nepal!